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ABSTRACT

RecG and RuvAB are proposed to act at stalled DNA
replication forks to facilitate replication restart. To
define the roles of these proteins in fork regression,
we used a combination of assays to determine
whether RecG, RuvAB or both are capable of
acting at a stalled fork. The results show that
RecG binds to the C-terminus of single-stranded
DNA binding protein (SSB) forming a stoichiometric
complex of 2 RecG monomers per SSB tetramer.
This binding occurs in solution and to SSB protein
bound to single stranded DNA (ssDNA). The result of
this binding is stabilization of the interaction of
RecG with ssDNA. In contrast, RuvAB does not
bind to SSB. Side-by-side analysis of the catalytic
efficiency of the ATPase activity of each enzyme
revealed that (�)scDNA and ssDNA are potent sti-
mulators of the ATPase activity of RecG but not for
RuvAB, whereas relaxed circular DNA is a poor
cofactor for RecG but an excellent one for RuvAB.
Collectively, these data suggest that the timing of
repair protein access to the DNA at stalled forks is
determined by the nature of the DNA available at the
fork. We propose that RecG acts first, with RuvAB
acting either after RecG or in a separate pathway
following protein-independent fork regression.

INTRODUCTION

Genome duplication is inherently accurate, highly proces-
sive and relies on the close interplay between the genetic
recombination and DNA repair machinery (1–3). Clearly,
one of the main functions of recombination is to underpin
faithful genome duplication. This arises due to the replica-
tion machinery frequently encountering roadblocks that
have the potential to stall or collapse a replication fork
(4–6). The types of lesions that could disrupt replication
include proteins bound to the DNA ahead of the replica-
tion fork, noncoding lesions in the template DNA and

either single- or double-strand breaks (3,7,8). Each of
the different blocks could lead to a different type of
damage to the DNA, and this is highlighted by the
varied recombination and repair gene requirements
for dealing with exposure to different types of DNA
damaging agents (7–10). Whatever its source, the block
has to be removed or bypassed and replication must be
restarted.
In bacteria, stalled replication forks can be reversed or

directly restarted (8–11). Replication fork regression can
in principle be spontaneous or enzyme-driven. A sponta-
neous process could be driven by the positive (or negative)
torsional stress ahead of replication forks that is released
once the replication machinery disassembles from the
DNA (12). Enzymatically, fork regression could be
driven by a number of proteins (4,13–15). Over the past
several years two branched DNA-specific molecular
motors known as RecG and RuvAB have emerged as
key players in the regression of stalled replication forks
(4,16).
Genetic studies show that mutations in recG or either of

the ruv genes have moderate defects in the recovery follow-
ing UV irradiation or recombination when observed sepa-
rately (17,18). However, when mutations in either ruv gene
are coupled with a recG mutation, the resulting double
mutants are severely defective (16,19). This indicates that
RuvAB and RecG catalyze the same or overlapping func-
tion. Subsequent studies have shown that RecG is
involved in recombinational repair pathways of both
double-stranded DNA (dsDNA) breaks and single-
stranded DNA (ssDNA) gaps (7,20,21). In addition to
its role in recombination (19), RuvAB has also been
shown to act at stalled replication forks (4). The fork
repair pathways mediated by RuvAB(C) also require the
function of the RecBCD nuclease/helicase. If RecBCD is
absent, the forks may be cleaved, although in principle,
DNA repair mechanisms that include fork regression, do
not require cleavage of the DNA (4,7,22). Further work
with various mutants indicates that RecG acts indepen-
dently of RuvAB through a distinct pathway (2). This
pathway allows for a noncleavage resolution of the
DNA damage, unlike the RuvAB pathway, minimizing
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the possibility of inappropriate recombination events (16).
Thus in vivo data suggest that RecG and RuvAB can
act synergistically or separately to facilitate genome
duplication.
Biochemical analyses of both RecG and RuvAB

demonstrated that each enzyme can bind to and process
a variety of forked DNA substrates and recombination
intermediates (23–29). RecG is a 76 kDa monomeric
enzyme and is capable of acting upon a variety of 3-
and 4-way junctions that are thought to mimic stalled
replication forks and Holliday junctions, respectively
(23,30,31). Although RecG can act during branch migra-
tion to resolve Holliday junctions, its primary role may
instead be to regress or reverse stalled replication forks
(2,23,32–34). In contrast, the RuvAB motor is composed
of two nonidentical subunits encoded by the ruvA and
ruvB genes (35). The active branch migration complex is
at least 535 kDa in size and consists of a symmetric tetra-
mer of RuvA protein which binds one face of the Holliday
junction and two homo-hexameric rings of RuvB which
function as chemomechanical motors to drive branch
migration (36–40). The resolution complex forms when a
RuvC dimer (responsible for Holliday junction cleavage at
the crossover point) associates with RuvAB (28,41,42).
Although RuvABC can function in replication fork pro-
cessing, its primary role may instead be to perform the
branch migration stage of recombination (18). Further-
more, it is clear that both enzymes can act on stalled
replication fork substrates producing suitable substrates
for RuvC cleavage (7,43). However, there is an important
difference here as RuvAB cannot unwind forked DNA to
form a Holliday Junction whereas RecG is able to do so
(13,29).
Although the above-mentioned studies show that each

of these proteins functions in DNA repair and has the
capacity to act on model forked DNA substrates, they
do not delineate how each may access a stalled replication
fork resulting in its resurrection. Further, the structure of
each motor complex is quite different and thus the bio-
chemical mechanism used to process DNA substrates may
also be quite different. Therefore, to more clearly under-
stand the role of RecG and RuvAB in fork regression, we
took an approach that focused on the types of DNA that
might exist in the vicinity of stalled replication forks.
These structures include DNA with (single-stranded
DNA binding protein) SSB protein bound, DNA contain-
ing either positive or negative superhelical tension, relaxed
DNA (in circular form) or linear dsDNA. We used a
combination of ATPase, gel filtration and protein–protein
interaction assays to determine if and how RecG or
RuvAB might bind to each of these.
We found that RecG binds directly to SSB via the

C-terminus of this essential protein forming a stoichio-
metric complex of 2 RecG monomers per SSB tetramer.
Binding to SSB occurs in solution and on ssDNA result-
ing in stabilization of the binding of RecG to ssDNA.
In contrast, we did not detect any interaction between
SSB and either RuvA, RuvB or the RuvAB complex.
Next, we extended our ATPase analysis of RecG (44)
and that of RuvAB by the Cox group (45). We compared
the ability of each protein to efficiently hydrolyze ATP in

the presence of six different DNA cofactors, relevant to
the role of each protein at a stalled fork. The results show
that (�)scDNA and ssDNA are the optimal cofactors for
RecG and the only cofactor for which RuvAB showed a
preference relative to RecG was relaxed circular DNA.

Collectively, these data provide insight into the timing
of repair protein access to the DNA at a stalled replication
forks. We propose that at early times following stalling of
the replication machinery, if the DNA is (�)supercoiled,
RecG is favored to act. Similarly, if the DNA has exposed
single stranded regions, these would be bound by SSB,
and again RecG would be directed onto the DNA in pre-
ference over RuvAB. Only at later times once the DNA
has been relaxed and/or a Holliday junction-like structure
has been produced, would RuvAB be favored to act.
A model is provided to explain the sequential and separate
actions of RecG and RuvAB in fork regression.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Chemicals

Phosphoenol pyruvate (PEP), nicotinamide adenine dinu-
cleotide (NADH), pyruvate kinase (PK), lactate dehydro-
genase (LDH) and the ssDNA-cellulose resin were from
Sigma. ATP, DEAE Sepharose Fast Flow, Q-Sepharose,
the 16/10 heparin FF and the Mono S 5/50 GL columns
were from Amersham. Phosphocellulose (P11) was from
Whatman. Bio-Gel� HTP hydroxylapatite was from Bio-
Rad. Dithiothreitol (DTT) was from Acros Organics. BSA
and HindIII were purchased from New England Biolabs.
Wheat Germ Topoisomerase I (WGT) was from Promega.

Reagents

All solutions were prepared using Barnstead Nanopure
water. Stock solutions of PEP were prepared in
0.5M Tris–acetate (pH 7.5). ATP was dissolved as a
concentrated stock in 0.5M Tris–HCl (pH 7.5), with the
concentration determined spectrophotometrically using
an extinction coefficient of 1.54� 105M�1 cm�1. NADH
was dissolved in 10mM Tris–acetate (pH 7.5), con-
centration determined using an extinction coefficient of
6250M�1 cm�1, and stored in small aliquots at �808C.
DTT was dissolved as a 1M stock in nanopure water
and stored at �808C. All reaction buffers described
below were assembled at 10 times reaction concentration
and stored in 1ml aliquots at �808C.

DNA cofactors

For all DNA cofactors, the concentrations of stock solu-
tions were determined in micromolar nucleotides using the
extinction coefficients as indicated below. To permit direct
comparisons between DNA cofactors, concentrations and
subsequent kDNA, app

m values are reported in nanomolar,
(nM) molecules for all assays.

Negatively scDNA (pPB67) was purified using two
different procedures as described previously (44). The
first method utilized alkaline lysis followed by two
successive isopycnic centrifugations in CsCl gradients
(46). This preparation was designated (�)scDNA#1.
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The second method designated (�)scDNA#2, involves
triton lysis followed by 2 successive CsCl gradients and
a sucrose gradient in high salt (47). For all preparations
of dsDNA, the concentration was determined spectro-
photometrically using an extinction coefficient of
6500M�1 cm�1.

Linear dsDNA was produced by subjecting
(�)scDNA#1 to cleavage by HindIII. Following heat
inactivation, the sample was extracted with an equal
volume of phenol : chloroform : iso-amyl alcohol (PCI;
25 : 24 : 1) followed by an equal volume of TE-saturated
ether. The DNA was subsequently ethanol precipitated,
dried, resuspended in 1� TE buffer (pH 8.0) and concen-
tration determined.

Relaxed circular DNA was prepared by treating
(�)scDNA#1 with WGT. Reactions (200 ml) contained
25 mg of (�)scDNA and 100U of WGT in a buffer of
50mM Tris–HCl (pH 7.5), 50mM NaCl, 0.1mM
EDTA, 1mM DTT and 20% (v/v) glycerol. After incuba-
tion at 378C for 60min, the enzyme was removed by PCI
and ether extractions. Following ethanol precipitation and
concentration determination, agarose gel electrophoresis
was used to confirm conversion of (�)scDNA to the
relaxed form.

M13mp18 ssDNA was prepared as described (44). The
concentration of DNA was determined spectrophotome-
trically using an extinction coefficient of 8,780M�1 cm�1

(nucleotides). Purified DNA was stored in small aliquots
at �808C.

Positively supercoiled pBR322 DNA was purchased
from John Innes Enterprises (Norwich, UK). It was pro-
duced by treating relaxed circular pBR322 DNA with an
excess of DNA gyrase.

Proteins

RecG protein was purified as described previously (44),
with the following modifications: the first column was a
30ml Q-Sepharose column equilibrated in Buffer A
[20mM Tris–HCl (pH 8.5), 1mM EDTA, 1mM DTT,
10mM NaCl]. The protein was eluted using a linear gra-
dient (10–1000mM NaCl) with RecG eluting between 250
and 360mM NaCl. The pooled fractions were subjected to
heparin FF and hydroxylapatite chromatography as
described (44). Pooled fractions from the hydroxylapatite
column were dialyzed overnight into S Buffer [10mM
KPO4 (pH 6.8), 1mM DTT, 1mM EDTA and 100mM
KCl]. The protein was applied to a 1ml MonoS column
and eluted using a linear KCl gradient (100–700mM) with
RecG eluting at 350mM KCl. The fractions containing
RecG were pooled and dialyzed overnight against storage
buffer [20mM Tris–HCl (pH 7.5), 1mM EDTA, 1mM
DTT, 100mM NaCl and 50% (v/v) glycerol]. The protein
concentration was determined spectrophotometrically
using an extinction coefficient of 49 500M�1 cm�1 (48).
The modifications to the purification procedure yielded a
4-fold increase in specific activity relative to that used
previously (44).

RuvA and RuvB proteins were purified as described pre-
viously (45). The concentration of RuvA was determined
using the extinction coefficient of 5550M�1 cm�1 (49).

For the RuvB purification, the DEAE Biogel A column
was replaced by a 100ml Q-Sepharose column that was
equilibrated with TEGD buffer [20mM Tris–acetate,
1mM EDTA, 10% (v/v) Glycerol and 1mM DTT] and
the protein eluted with a 1 l linear gradient from 0 to
500mM potassium acetate. The concentration of RuvB
protein was determined using the extinction coefficient of
16 400M�1 cm�1 (49).
SSB proteins—Escherichia coli single stranded DNA-

binding protein (SSB) was purified from strain
K12�H1�trp as described (50). The concentration of pur-
ified SSB protein was determined at 280 nm using
e=30000M�1 cm�1. The site size of SSB protein was
determined to be 10 nucleotides per monomer by monitor-
ing the quenching of the intrinsic fluorescence of SSB that
occurs on binding to ssDNA, as described (51). The
SSB113 and SSB�C8 mutant proteins were provided by
Dr James Keck, University of Wisconsin-Madison.
Bacteriophage gene 32 protein (gp32) was purified as
described (52). The concentration of purified gp32 was
determined at 280 nm using e=37000M�1 cm�1 (53).
The site size of gp32 was determined to be 7 nucleotides/
monomer by monitoring the quenching of the intrinsic
fluorescence of gp32 that occurs on binding to ssDNA,
as described (51).

ATP hydrolysis assay

The hydrolysis of ATP was monitored using a coupled
spectrophotometric assay (44). The standard reaction
buffer for RecG contained 20mM Tris–acetate (pH 7.5),
1mM DTT, 0.3mM NADH, 7.5mM PEP, 20U/ml PK,
20U/ml LDH, 100 nM RecG, 1mM ATP and 10mM
magnesium acetate (but varied according to the DNA
cofactor present). The reaction buffer for RuvAB was
the same as for RecG, except RecG was replaced by
RuvAB and 2mM DTT, 100 mg/ml BSA and 6.3% (w/v)
glycerol were used (45). Assays were performed in a reac-
tion volume of 150 ml, and were initiated by the addition of
enzyme following a 2min preincubation of all other com-
ponents. The concentrations of RuvA and RuvB were
held constant at 1.3mM and 1 mM, respectively (2 RuvA
tetramers : 1 RuvB-hexamer), and were mixed together for
30min on ice prior to addition (45). Using these concen-
trations the concentration of RuvAB complex was calcu-
lated to be 167 nM. The rate of ATP hydrolysis was
calculated by multiplying the slope of a tangent drawn
to linear portions of time courses by 159. In a typical
reaction, close to 200 data points were used to draw a
linear fit to the data to calculate reaction rates.
In salt-titration experiments, the same RecG or RuvAB

reaction buffers were used. The concentration of M13
ssDNA was 36 mM nucleotides, SSB proteins (either wild-
type or mutant) were present at 1.8 mM, RecG was at
100 nM and RuvAB at 167 nM complex. Reactions were
initiated by the addition of either RecG or RuvAB follow-
ing a 5min incubation of all other components. Once a
steady state rate of ATP hydrolysis was achieved, NaCl
was added in 12.5mM increments (1ml volumes). This
was repeated until all ATP hydrolysis of RecG ceased.
The resulting hydrolysis rate in each steady state region
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was calculated and expressed as a percent of the steady state
rate in the absence of NaCl. The total volume used to cal-
culate final concentration of NaCl was adjusted after each
addition in order to correct for the additions themselves. A
line of best fit was drawn for data points between each
addition to obtain the ATP hydrolysis rate after each salt
increment. The average number of data points used to
determine the reaction rate was 14. These rates were sub-
sequently graphed to determine the concentration of NaCl
resulting in a 50% reduction in the rate of ATP hydrolysis
which corresponds to the salt-titration midpoint.

Coprecipitation

Coprecipitation of SSB or T4 gp32 and either RecG,
RuvB or RuvAB, was done using a method described
for SSB and RecQ (54). Reactions were done on ice in a
volume of 20 ml and contained 20mM Tris–HCl (pH 7.5),
150mM NaCl, 10% glycerol, 1mM DTT, 24.9mM SSB
monomers (or 19.8mM gp32 in place of SSB). Where pres-
ent, RecG, RuvB or RuvAB (ratio of 1.3 : 1; A : B) were
added to a final concentration of 20 mM. Following
mixing, tubes were incubated on ice for 15min, mixed
with an equal volume of ammonium sulfate precipitation
buffer [reaction buffer plus 2.6M NH4(SO4)] and incu-
bated for an additional 15min. The mix was subjected
to centrifugation at 21 000�g at 48C for 1min. The super-
natant was removed to a fresh tube and the pellet was then
washed three times with 40 ml of precipitation buffer with
each wash followed by an identical centrifugation run. The
final pellet was resuspended into 40 ml of 1� reaction
buffer. Thereafter, 20 ml of the pellet or supernatant frac-
tion were mixed with an equal volume of 2� SDS–PAGE
loading buffer, boiled for 2min and 20 ml of each sample
subjected to electrophoresis in 12% SDS–PAGE gels.
Following electrophoresis, gels were stained with
Coomassie brilliant blue, destained and photographed.
Quantitation of all gels was done using Image Quant
Software (v5.0, GE Biosciences).

Gel filtration

To detect complex formation, samples (500ml; assembled
in ATPase assay buffer with the optimal Mg2+ for each
protein) were applied to a Superose 6 column (GE
Biosciences) equilibrated in buffer containing 20mM
Tris–HCl (pH7.5), 1mM DTT, 5mM Mg(OAc)2 and
150mM NaCl. The column was connected to a Biologic
Duoflow Chromatography system (Bio-Rad Labora-
tories). Following chromatography, fractions were sub-
jected to electrophoresis on 12% SDS–PAGE gels to
evaluate fraction composition. Gels were stained using
Coomassie brilliant blue (Bio-Rad) or silver (SilverSnap
II; PIERCE).
The following samples were applied to the column:

DNA only (400 mM nucleotides); each protein alone
(5mM for RecG, RuvA or RuvB; 20 mM for SSB); each
protein in the presence of M13 ssDNA and, in separate
runs RecG, RuvA or RuvB (5–50 mM of each in separate
runs) were added to preformed, stoichiometric complexes
of M13 ssDNA and SSB. To test for species-specific inter-
actions, SSB was replaced by gp32 (used at 20 mM) and

RecG was added following complex formation. All bind-
ing experiments were done at 08C; SSB (or gp32) was
added to buffer containing ssDNA for 10min followed
by either RecG, RuvA or RuvB and an additional
30min incubation.

RESULTS

The C-terminus of SSB is required to stabilize the
RecG-ssDNA interaction

The C-terminal 60 residues of SSB end in a highly con-
served sequence (Met-Asp-Phe-Asp-Asp-Asp-Ile-Pro-Phe)
which is disordered in the crystal structure of the protein
bound to DNA (55). As this region extends from the struc-
ture of SSB bound to DNA, it was proposed to be
involved in mediating SSB-protein interactions with com-
ponents of the replisome. It was later shown that not
only did SSB bind to components of the replisome but
to other repair proteins as well including PriA, RecQ
and Topoisomerase III (54,56–60). Not surprisingly,
mutations within the conserved sequence either reduce
or eliminate binding of SSB to these proteins.

Previously, we demonstrated using the salt-titration
midpoint (STMP) of the ATPase activity of RecG, that
wild-type SSB protein stabilizes the interaction of RecG
with ssDNA producing a 2-fold increase in the STMP
(44). To determine whether the stabilization of RecG is
mediated via the C-terminus of SSB, we evaluated the
effects of the SSB113 or SSB�C8 proteins on the STMP
and compared them to wild-type. SSB113 has a point
mutation in the penultimate residue of the conserved
sequence, while SSB�C8 has the last eight residues
deleted. Thus if the C-terminus is required for stabiliza-
tion, these mutants are expected to reduce (SSB113) or
eliminate (SSB�C8) the increase in the STMP of RecG.

The results show that the STMP for RecG in the pre-
sence of ssDNA is 35mM (Figure 1). The addition of
wild-type SSB protein results in a 2-fold increase in the
STMP to 67mM, consistent with previous results (44).
The presence of SSB113 also results in an increase in the
STMP but only 1.3-fold to 45mM. In contrast, the pre-
sence of SSB�C8 results in a 2.7-fold decrease in the
STMP relative to wild-type, down from 67mM to
25mM. In other words, loss of the last eight residues of
SSB produces a protein which destabilizes the binding
of RecG on ssDNA. These results demonstrate that the
C-terminus of SSB is necessary to stabilize the binding of
RecG to ssDNA.

Similar salt-titration experiments were done with
RuvAB. However, no effect of either wild-type or mutant
SSB proteins was observed on the STMP of the ATPase
activity of RuvAB (data not shown).

RecG binds directly to SSB protein via the C-terminus

The stabilization of RecG afforded by SSB could be
mediated directly via protein–protein interactions or
alternatively, indirectly via the DNA. To test for direct
interactions, we used an ammonium sulfate coprecipi-
tation technique. This approach has been successfully
used in previous studies to demonstrate separate,
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DNA-independent interactions between Exonuclease I,
RecQ and TopoIII with SSB (54,56,60). This technique
works well because neither Topoisomerase III,
Exonuclease I nor RecQ precipitates efficiently at the
low concentration of ammonium sulfate used when SSB
is absent.

To determine whether RecG interacts with SSB, copre-
cipitation experiments were done and the results are pre-
sented in Figure 2. SSB precipitates effectively as expected
(Figure 2A). The addition of RecG results in efficient
coprecipitation with �75% of the input RecG remaining
in the pellet. Importantly, only 12% of the input RecG
precipitated in the absence of SSB (Figure 2B). To show
that the coprecipitation was specific to SSB, we replaced
SSB with T4 gene 32 protein. In contrast to the SSB reac-
tion, only 16% of the RecG was found in the pellets with
gp32 (Figure 2B). Thus RecG binds directly and specifi-
cally to SSB.

The C-terminus of SSB is necessary for the stabilization
of the ATPase activity of RecG on ssDNA (Figure 1).
Previous work with RecQ and PriA has shown that
these proteins interact with SSB directly via the SSB
C-terminus (54,56). To determine whether the C-terminus
of SSB is also required for binding to RecG, coprecipita-
tion reactions were repeated using in parallel, SSB,
SSB113 and the SSB�C8 proteins. The analysis of three
separate assays for each protein is shown in Figure 2C.
The results show that 74% of the input RecG coprecipi-
tated with wild-type SSB. This value decreased 1.7-fold to
44% when wild-type was replaced by SSB113 and 3-fold
to 24% when SSB�C8 was used instead. The amount of
RecG coprecipitated in the presence of SSB�C8 is only
marginally higher than that observed in the presence of
gp32 or when only RecG is present. Therefore, and as

observed previously for PriA, RecQ and TopoIII, the phy-
sical interaction between RecG and SSB is mediated via
the C-terminus of SSB protein.
To further characterize the interaction between RecG

and SSB, a titration of RecG was done followed by pro-
tein coprecipitation and analysis of the resulting
Coomassie-stained, SDS–PAGE gels. In these experi-
ments, the concentration of SSB was held constant at
5 mM tetramer and the concentration of RecG was
varied from 1 to 23 mM. Analysis of the resulting gels
reveals a solution stoichiometry of 2 RecG monomers
per SSB tetramer (Figure 2D).

RuvA, RuvB and RuvAB do not bind to SSB

As RuvAB has been proposed to be involved in replication
fork reversal, these proteins were tested for their potential
interaction with SSB as well. RuvA and B were tested
separately and also as a preformed RuvAB complex.
The results show that 30% of the input RuvB coprecipi-
tated with SSB whereas we did not detect any RuvA in the
pellet fractions with SSB (Figure 2A). In contrast to
RecG, RuvB precipitated in the absence of SSB with
30% of the input protein being found in the pellet fraction
(Figure 2B). Similar levels of RuvB were detected in pellet
fractions when equivalent amounts of preformed RuvAB
complexes were used instead of RuvB alone (Figure 2B).
Under these conditions, 30% of the RuvA coprecipitated
as well (data not shown). This coprecipitation is not due
to a novel RuvAB interaction revealed when RuvB is pres-
ent but instead results from the RuvA–RuvB interaction
and RuvB precipitation independent of an interaction
with SSB.
As RuvB is able to precipitate independently of SSB, it

is conceivable that the standard conditions may mask the
potential interaction between these proteins. Therefore, we
decreased the concentration of ammonium sulfate in 50%
increments in an attempt to find a concentration where
RuvB would no longer precipitate on its own. Using this
concentration (i.e. 0.85M ammonium sulfate), increasing
amounts of RuvB were added to fixed concentrations of
SSB and coprecipitated. The results show that at the con-
centrations tested, RuvB did not efficiently coprecipitate
with SSB (Figure 3A and C) and even at higher concen-
tration of RuvB, efficient SSB-independent precipi-
tation was not observed (data not shown). Identical
experiments were done with RecG and as we observed
using standard conditions, efficient precipitation of
RecG was observed at concentrations >5 mM (Figure 3B
and C). A small amount of RecG did coprecipitate even at
the lowest concentration of RecG tested. Under these sub-
optimal ammonium sulfate conditions, the stoichiometry
of 2 RecG monomers per SSB tetramer was maintained
(data not shown).

SSB and RecG co-exist on ssDNA

To further analyze the interaction between RecG or RuvB
and SSB, we used native gel filtration to evaluate the inter-
actions in the presence of ssDNA. This technique was used
to determine whether complexes of either SSB and RecG
or RuvB and SSB could be detected on ssDNA

Figure 1. Stabilization of RecG on ssDNA by SSB requires the
C-terminus of SSB. Reactions were conducted as described in
Materials and methods section. To obtain the STMP the resulting
rates of ATP hydrolysis at each concentration of NaCl were calculated
during each phase of the assay following addition of NaCl, and
expressed as a percent of the reaction rate in the absence of added
NaCl. The dashed lines indicate the STMP for each reaction. Only a
single salt titration is shown for each reaction condition. The error
from independent experiments is �3mM. (Filled circle), RecG only;
(open circle), RecG+wild-type SSB; (open square), RecG+SSB�C8
and (filled square), RecG+SSB113.
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simultaneously. Here, stoichiometric complexes of SSB
and M13 ssDNA were preformed and then in separate
reactions, either RecG or RuvB was added. The resulting
mixtures were subjected to gel filtration followed by SDS–
PAGE analysis to detect for the presence of each protein.
These results are presented in Figure 4 and summarized in
Table 1. We used only M13 ssDNA in these experiments
to look for specific SSB-protein interactions. Forked sub-
strates with dsDNA regions were not used so that binding
by test proteins to duplex DNA would be eliminated.
First, separate control gel filtration runs were done to

ascertain the elution positions of M13 ssDNA and each of
the proteins in the absence of DNA (Table 1). Second,
SSB was bound to ssDNA and subjected to gel filtration.
This resulted in a small shift in the apex of the ssDNA
peak from 7.5 to 7.1ml. SDS–PAGE analysis showed that
as expected, the shift in position of the first peak was due

to the presence of SSB binding to the DNA (Figure 4,
lanes 1 and 2). As an excess of SSB was used in this
experiment, a second peak eluted later from the column
at the position corresponding to free protein (Table 1 and
data not shown). Next, a stoichiometric SSB–ssDNA
complex was formed, RecG was added and allowed to
bind. The resulting gel filtration profile showed a peak
that eluted at 6.5ml and a second peak eluting at
16.5ml. The latter peak contained free RecG only while
the former contained M13 ssDNA, SSB and RecG
(Figure 4 and Table 1). Quantitation of the amounts of
SSB and RecG present in the peak fractions correspond-
ing to the protein–DNA complex (Figure 4, lanes 3 and 4)
yielded a stoichiometry of 1 RecG per SSB monomer.

To evaluate RuvB binding, the SSB–DNA complex was
formed as before and RuvB added and allowed to bind for
30min. The subsequent gel filtration profile showed two

Figure 2. RecG interacts with the C-terminus of SSB protein. (A) A Coomassie-stained SDS–PAGE gel of coprecipitation assays. P, pellet;
S, supernatant fractions following precipitation. The identity of each protein is indicated to the right of the gel. M, molecular weight marker.
(B) Analysis of several coprecipitation gels. Error bars indicate the error from 3 to 5 independent experiments. The amount of protein present in each
pellet is expressed as a fraction of the total amount added to coprecipitation experiments. This amount of protein was loaded onto gels in the
adjacent lanes to permit equivalent staining and precise quantitation. (C) Analysis of gels such as that shown in (A) where coprecipitation of RecG
was assayed in the presence of different SSB proteins as indicated. The amount of RecG present in pellet fractions is expressed as a fraction of the
total present in the pellet and supernatant fractions. (D) RecG forms a stoichiometric complex with SSB. The analysis of 3 RecG titrations is shown.
In each assay, 5 mM SSB was used and proteins were precipitated as described in Materials and methods section. The amount of RecG present in
each pellet is expressed as a fraction of the total amount added to coprecipitation experiments, i.e. the total amount present in pellet and supernatant
fractions as determined by analysis of Coomassie-stained SDS–PAGE gels. The amount of RecG precipitated in each titration was normalized to the
maximum amount precipitated in the titration to permit comparison between assays.
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peaks similar to that observed for RecG-SSB. However
and in contrast to RecG, the first peak eluting at 7.1ml
contained only SSB and no detectable levels of RuvB
(Figure 4, lanes 6 and 7 and Table 1) while the second
peak eluting at 15ml contained only RuvB (Figure 4,
lane 8 and Table 1). Finally, to determine whether the
co-complex of DNA, SSB and RecG was specific, binding
was repeated where SSB was replaced with T4 gp32. The
resulting profile showed two peaks with only gp32 in the
first peak with ssDNA and no RecG which was present in
the second peak (Table 1). Therefore, and consistent with
the STMP and coprecipitation data, SSB and RecG form
a specific complex that exists both in solution and when
bound to ssDNA. Further, we did not detect complex
formation between RuvB and SSB.

ssDNA is a poor cofactor for the ATPase activity of RuvAB

The above-mentioned experiments suggest that RecG acts
on stalled replication forks when the ssDNA in the fork is
bound by SSB. Further, these data also suggest that these
forks with single-stranded character should not be bound
by RuvAB. However, this is only one possible DNA–
protein structure that may result from replisome stalling
and/or disassembly. To begin to understand how RecG or
RuvAB might access the DNA at a stalled replication
fork, we performed a side-by-side analysis of the
ATPase activity of each protein on six separate DNA
substrates.
Previous work has characterized the ATPase activity of

each protein on a variety of DNA substrates (44,45,49).
The experiments described below extend previous work
and compare the activity of each protein on the same
preparations of DNA and in all cases, experiments with
each enzyme were done on the same day. In instances
where a DNA preparation was depleted, experiments
were repeated with the new preparation for each
enzyme. Further, for each enzyme in separate experi-
ments, a magnesium titration was done to determine the

Figure 3. RecG and not RuvB forms a stoichiometric complex with
SSB. (A) A Coomassie-stained SDS–PAGE gel of coprecipitation
assays with RuvB and SSB. (B) A Coomassie-stained SDS–PAGE gel
of coprecipitation assays with RecG and SSB. The concentration of
ammonium sulfate used in panels A and B was 0.85M. The reactions
are otherwise identical to those in Figure 2. M, molecular weight
marker; P, pellet; S, supernatant fractions. (C) Quantitation of protein
coprecipitation assays. The analysis is of three separate assays for each
protein done using 0.85M ammonium sulfate and includes the gels
shown in panels A and B. The amount of protein precipitated is
expressed as a fraction of the total amount detected in the P and S
lanes of each reaction.

Figure 4. RecG and SSB form a stable complex on ssDNA. Gel anal-
ysis of relevant fractions from gel filtration elution profiles is shown.
Complexes were formed on ice for 30min prior to subjecting them to
gel filtration. Immediately before loading, the salt concentration was
adjusted to 150mM to match that of the column running buffer. The
reactions shown contained binding buffer as indicated in Materials and
methods section and 200mM M13 ssDNA, 20 mM SSB and either
20 mM RecG or RuvB. Top panel, a silver-stained SDS–PAGE gel;
bottom panel an agarose gel stained with ethidium bromide. For
each fraction, identical volumes were loaded onto each gel. The rele-
vant bands are indicated to the right of each gel. The position of
migration of each protein band was determined relative to molecular
weight markers and for M13 ssDNA, a combination of DNA ladder
and M13 ssDNA was used (not shown). Lanes 1 and 2, fractions from
the SSB-DNA peak; lanes 3 and 4, the RecG-SSB-ssDNA peak; lane 5,
free RecG which eluted from the column at a later time; lanes 6 and 7,
the putative SSB-RuvB-ssDNA peak and lane 8, free RuvB which
eluted later than the SSB-DNA peak. The small amount of more
slowly migrating species in lane 6 of the SDS–PAGE gel is the result
of a small amount of RecG from lane 5.
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optimal magnesium to ATP ratio to use in all experiments
[data not shown and (44,45,49)]. To ensure that ATP was
not rate limiting, it was present at concentrations well
above the Km or S0.5, depending on the DNA cofactor
present.
First, and to complete the study of ssDNA, a DNA

titration was done using M13 ssDNA and the rates of
the two proteins compared. Of the DNA cofactors used
in this study, ssDNA is the poorest for RuvAB producing
a kcat of 383� 12min�1 and correspondingly low catalytic
efficiency of only 129min�1 nM�1 (Table 2). In contrast,
the kcat for RecG in the presence of ssDNA is 3.1-fold
higher than that of RuvAB (1180� 28min�1) and, more
importantly, the catalytic efficiency is 11-fold higher than
that of RuvAB. The elevated level of activity of RecG

relative to RuvAB on ssDNA is in agreement with the
STMP, coprecipitation and gel filtration data presented
above.

As SSB protein plays an integral role in the interactions
of these proteins with ssDNA, its effect on the ATPase
activity of each protein was evaluated. Here, a DNA titra-
tion was done for each enzyme using a stoichiometric ratio
of SSB to M13 ssDNA at each DNA concentration (i.e.
the concentration of both was varied.) As observed pre-
viously, the presence of SSB results in a stimulation in the
ATPase activity of RecG as seen in the 1.6-fold increase in
kcat [Table 2 and (44)]. This increase in kcat however is
accompanied by a 3.2-fold increase in the apparent
KDNA

m so that the resulting catalytic efficiency decreases
to 767min�1 nM�1 (Table 2). In contrast, the presence
of SSB resulted in a significant decrease in the ATPase
activity of RuvAB as shown by the 2.4-fold reduction in
kcat and a 3.3-fold decrease in catalytic efficiency (Table 2).
The apparent affinity of RuvAB for ssDNA was not sig-
nificantly affected by the presence of SSB protein however.
Even though the catalytic efficiency of both enzymes is
lower in the presence of SSB, the catalytic efficiency of
RecG is still 20-fold higher than that of RuvAB.

(+)scDNA is a poor cofactor for RecG

At the very earliest times following stalling of the replica-
tion machinery but prior to replisome disassembly, the
DNA may still be positively supercoiled. If the replication
machinery dissociates from the fork then the superhelical
tension in the DNA can drive the regression of the fork
producing a chicken foot structure (12). As RecG binds to
(+)scDNA with low affinity (44), it is conceivable that
RuvAB may exhibit a strong preference for (+)scDNA
and this could be exhibited in a high level of activity in the
presence of this DNA cofactor. This may explain why
mutations in ruvAB have a strong phenotype in the failure
to recover following DNA damage (4).

As before, a DNA titration was done and the rates
of ATP hydrolysis monitored for each protein in

Table 2. Summary of the kinetic parameters for RecG and RuvABa

DNA cofactor RecG RuvAB

kcat (min�1) KDNA, app
m (nM)c kcat/Km

(min�1 nM�1)
kcat (min�1) KDNA, app

m (nM)c kcat/Km

(min�1 nM�1)

M13 ssDNAb 1118� 36 0.75� 0.07 1491 383� 12 2.97� 0.14 129
M13 ssDNA+1:20 SSBd 1841� 235 2.40� 0.80 767 159� 23 4.13� 0.9 39
(�)scDNA#1 3960� 97 2.39� 0.22 1657 892� 19 5.62� 0.38 159
(�)scDNA#2 3200� 61 1.92� 0.15 1667 844� 20 3.80� 0.29 222
Linear dsDNA 4960� 188 23.3� 2.17 213 844� 19 5.13� 0.41 165
Relaxed circular DNA 140� 5 3.37� 0.40 41.5 886� 3 4.40� 0.41 201
(+)scDNA 4010� 240 13.43� 1.20 299 1017� 64 5.50� 0.88 185

aThe values for all parameters were obtained from DNA titrations such as those shown in Figure 4. The values shown are from two separate
experiments for each DNA cofactor for each enzyme. The values for kcat and KDNA, app

m were obtained from fitting of the data by the Hill equation
and allowing the parameters n, Vmax and Km (or S0.5) to be fit by the computer.
bFor all cofactors except M13 ssDNA, the value of n was 1. For RecG the value of n in the presence of M13 ssDNA was 1.41� 0.12 and for RuvAB,
the value of n was determined to be 2.52� 0.29.
cKDNA, app

m is reported in nanometer molecules.
dA ratio of 1 SSB per 20 nucleotides was used for each DNA concentration in the titration to obtain kinetic parameters. In these experiments, SSB
was bound to M13 ssDNA prior to the addition of RecG.

Table 1. RecG and SSB form a stable complex on ssDNAa

Protein(s)
Present

DNA present 1st peak
elution
volume
(ml)

2nd peak
elution
volume
(ml)

Proteins
present
in the
1st peakb

None M13 ssDNA 7.5 NR None
SSB None 16.4 NR SSB
RecG None 16.4 NR RecG
RuvB None 14.5 NR RuvB
Gp32 None 25 NR Gp32
SSB M13 ssDNA 7.1 16 SSB
SSB+RecG M13 ssDNA 6.5 16.4 SSB+RecG
SSB+RuvB M13 ssDNA 7.1 15 SSB
Gp32+RecG M13 ssDNA 7.5 25 Gp32

aThe analysis of gel filtration profiles is shown. Data for DNA or
protein only are from single runs. Proteins and DNA are from two
runs done under similar conditions.
bTo determine the protein composition of peaks, samples from peak
fractions were subjected to electrophoresis in SDS–PAGE gels and
stained with Coomassie or silver. To ascertain whether DNA was pre-
sent in peak fractions, samples were simultaneously subjected to elec-
trophoresis in agarose gels and stained with ethidium bromide
(Figure 4).
NR, not relevant.
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separate experiments. ATPase activity was observed for
each protein with a kcat of 4010� 240min�1 being
observed for RecG and 1017� 64min�1 for RuvAB
(Table 2). Since RecG binds to (+)scDNA with low affi-
nity (the KDNA, app

m is 13.43� 1.2 nM), it was not possible
to achieve the elevated concentrations of DNA required to
accurately determine the apparent KDNA

m in this experi-
ment (i.e. at least 70 nM molecules or �5�Km).
Therefore, for RecG we can only present values which
were determined by extrapolation from the data in the
experiments. For RuvAB, we were able to achieve
4�Km so that an almost complete data set was obtained.
Regardless, the data show that for RecG although the kcat
was among the highest of the cofactors used in this study
(4010� 240min�1), the elevated KDNA, app

m was also among
the highest (13.43� 1.20 nM; Table 2). This resulted in the
catalytic efficiency being poor and comparable to that
observed on linear dsDNA (Table 2). In contrast, the
kcat for RuvAB in the presence of (+)scDNA is the high-
est for the DNA cofactors used in this study
(1017� 64min�1; Table 2). However, the resulting cataly-
tic efficiency is comparable to that of the other cofactors
used for RuvAB and is 1.6-fold lower than that observed
for RecG.

The activity of RecG is higher on (�)scDNA

Our previous characterization of the ATPase activity of
RecG revealed a surprisingly strong preference for
(�)scDNA (44). To determine whether RuvAB exhibited
a similar DNA cofactor preference, separate ATPase
assays were done where the concentration of DNA was
varied and the rates of ATP hydrolysis determined. As
before, RecG exhibits significant ATPase activity in the
presence of (�)scDNA with a kcat of 3963� 97min�1

that is 4.7-fold higher than that observed for RuvAB
(851� 19min�1; Figure 5A and Table 2). The higher activ-
ity observed for RecG relative to RuvAB is not simply the
result of an artifact of the alkaline lysis procedure used to
purify the DNA substrate producing structures, such as
extruded ssDNA regions that would facilitate loading of
either RecG or RuvA. To demonstrate this, experiments
were done using (�)scDNA that was purified using a
triton lysis procedure (47). Similar results were obtained
for both proteins using this (�)scDNA preparation, with
RecG exhibiting identical catalytic efficiencies and which
are 8- to 10-fold higher than that observed for RuvAB
(Table 2).

Figure 5. The preferred cofactor for RecG is (�)scDNA whereas for
RuvAB it is relaxed circular DNA. (A) (�)scDNA and (B) relaxed cir-
cular DNA. ATPase assays were performed as described in Materials and
methods section and were initiated by the addition of protein. The assays
for each DNA cofactor were done at the optimal Mg+2 concentration for
that cofactor as determined previously for RecG or in separate assays for
RuvAB [this work and (44,45,49)]. Time courses were analyzed by linear
regression to determine reaction rate and the resulting rates are graphed
as a function of DNA concentration. RecG was present at 100 nM and

RuvAB was present at 167 nM complex. Data were fit to the Hill equation
(78), (V= (Vmax.[ATP]n)/([S0.5]

n + [ATP]n). The data presented are from
2 to 4 experiments per DNA cofactor per enzyme with assays conducted
on separate days. (C) The ratio of catalytic efficiency is influenced by
the DNA cofactor. ATPase assays and subsequent data analyses for
each DNA cofactor were conducted exactly as described in panels A
and B. The catalytic efficiency for each enzyme (i.e. the ratio of kcat/
kDNA, app
m ) in the presence of each DNA cofactor was calculated and

expressed as a ratio of RecG to RuvAB (white bars) or RuvAB to
RecG (black bars).
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The activity of RuvAB is higher on relaxed circular DNA

Once (�)scDNA is converted to the relaxed circular form
it no longer functions as a cofactor for the ATPase activity
of RecG (44). If the model we proposed is correct i.e. once
the DNA is relaxed, RecG function can no longer act to
regress the DNA at a stalled replication fork, then perhaps
RuvAB may function instead. This may be exhibited as a
higher level of RuvAB-dependent ATPase activity on
relaxed circular DNA relative to that of RecG.
To determine if this could occur, experiments were done

using relaxed DNA. As for (�)scDNA, a DNA titration
was done under optimal magnesium and ATP concentra-
tions for each protein in the presence of this DNA cofac-
tor. The data show that RuvAB exhibits a 5-fold higher
catalytic efficiency than RecG in the presence of this DNA
cofactor (Figure 5B and Table 2). It is important to note
that the kcat for RuvAB (886� 3min�1) remains essen-
tially the same as that on (�)scDNA, while for RecG
this decreases �26-fold, down from an average of 3580
to 140� 5min�1.

The apparent affinity for DNA for RecG is
cofactor-dependent whereas it is invariant for RuvAB

To begin to understand the underlying reason(s) for the
DNA preferences for these enzymes, we examined the cat-
alytic efficiency of each enzyme and compared these as a
protein : protein ratio (Figure 5C). When displayed in this
manner, it is clear that the substrates which favor the
action of RecG are (�)scDNA, ssDNA and SSB-coated
ssDNA. In contrast, the only substrate which favors the
action of RuvAB is relaxed circular DNA. For
(+)scDNA, RecG exhibits a 1.6-fold higher preference.
We note however, that the kcat for both enzymes is very
high in the presence of (+)scDNA.
Further analysis of the kinetic parameters obtained

from each of the DNA titrations for each of the proteins,
provides some insight into as to why this might be.
A significant factor contributing to the ability of a DNA
molecule to function as a cofactor for the hydrolysis of
ATP is affinity of the enzyme for that DNA, i.e. the
KDNA, app

m . Surprisingly, the apparent affinity of RuvAB
for each DNA cofactor varies only 1.9-fold ranging
from 2.97� 0.14 for M13 ssDNA to 5.62� 0.38 nM for
(�)scDNA (Table 2). In sharp contrast, the apparent affi-
nity of RecG for the DNA cofactors varies as much as 29-
fold with the highest observed for ssDNA and the lowest
for linear duplex DNA (Table 2). Thus the inability of
DNA molecules such as (�)scDNA or M13 ssDNA to
stimulate the ATPase activity for RuvAB is more complex
than a simple change in the apparent affinity for a DNA
cofactor (the reason for this is currently unclear). For
RecG however, the apparent affinity of the enzyme for
DNA is clearly affected by the type or structure of the
DNA molecule and is a critical component of the range
of DNA molecules on which the enzyme can act.

DISCUSSION

The primary conclusion of this work is that RecG acts first
to regress stalled replication forks. This conclusion is

derived from data showing a physical interaction between
RecG and SSB and from kinetic assays showing that the
catalytic efficiency of RecG is higher than that of RuvAB
on ssDNA, (�)supercoiled DNA and SSB-coated M13
ssDNA.

The primary conclusion is in agreement with in vivo data
showing continuous and dynamic association of PriA,
RecQ and RecG with active replication forks, an associa-
tion that is mediated by SSB (61). This dynamic associa-
tion is consistent with our in vitro binding data as well as
that of others (54,59). Significantly, it provides a means
for rapid association of the correct repair proteins should
a fork encounter a blockage: RecG if the fork must be
regressed (13,62); PriA to reload DnaB (63); RecQ if the
DNA is to be decatenated or otherwise untangled (64,65);
RecQ and Topoisomerase III if converging replication
forks require resolution (60) and the combination of
PriA and RecG to stabilize forks (33,66). For all of
these key repair proteins, they are directed to the fork
via SSB and this involves a species-specific interaction
with the C-terminus of SSB.

The results presented herein are consistent with a model
suggesting that DNA topology or structure at a stalled
replication fork influences the timing of binding of
repair proteins to the DNA (44). Consequently, this will
affect the repair pathway taken. If the resulting structures
in the vicinity of the fork contain ssDNA, they will be
bound by SSB which will direct the loading of RecG
(not RuvAB) onto the DNA. Similarly, when superhelical
tension is present in the DNA, specifically when the DNA
is negatively supercoiled, RecG is favored to act.
Additionally, if (+)superhelical tension persists, then
there is only a slight preference for RecG as reflected in
the higher catalytic efficiency relative to that of RuvAB.
Once the DNA has been relaxed, perhaps as a result of the
replication machinery dissociating from the DNA leading
to protein-independent fork regression or alternatively,
following the action of RecG, only then would RuvAB
be favored to act (12,29).

The E. coli chromosome exists in fluid, topological
domains �10 kB in size (67). During DNA replication,
these domains alter position as the fork moves through
the chromosome, with a pre-replicated domain ahead of
the replication machinery, a replicating domain in the
immediate proximity of the replisome and a replicated
domain in the replisome’s wake [Figure 6 and (68)].
Consequently, DNA in the pre- and post-replicated
domains is (�)supercoiled due to the actions of DNA
gyrase and/or topoisomerase IV (69), while DNA within
the replicating domain is (+)supercoiled. As the (+)
supercoils immediately in front of the fork can equilibrate
across the fork to create (+) precatenanes (70), DNA
immediately flanking the replisome on both sides is (+)
supercoiled. Not surprisingly, during active replication
neither RecG nor RuvAB would be expected to be asso-
ciated with (+)supercoiled DNA in the vicinity of the
replication fork. This follows since if the fork is moving,
DNA damage is absent and there really is no obvious need
for either protein to be associated with the functional
replication fork (Figure 6, center panel).
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However, should the fork encounter a translocation
block resulting in replisome stalling the situation changes
dramatically (Figure 6, right panel). If the replisome dis-
assembles immediately after the block is encountered, the
(+)superhelical tension in the vicinity of the fork could be
released, driving the formation of a chickenfoot structure
in a protein-independent manner (12). The nascent,
extruded chickenfoot structure would be an excellent load-
ing site for either RecG or RuvAB (Figure 6, upper sce-
nario) (23,29). As the concentration of RecG has been
estimated to be less than 10 copies per cell (71) and the
basal levels of RuvA and RuvB are thought to be 700 and
200 copies per cell respectively (18,72), it is reasonable to
suggest in this instance, RuvAB would be favored to act.
This makes sense as when proteins exhibit similar appar-
ent affinities for a DNA cofactor, the protein present at
the higher concentration would be favored to act. (We
note however, that a detailed comparison binding study
of each enzyme bound to model branched DNAs has yet
to be done). Thus, (+)superhelical tension release drives
fork regression first, leading to formation of a structure to
which RuvAB binds and directs the repair process instead
of RecG.

Previous work suggests that the functional half-life of
the replication proteins at a stalled fork is 5–7min (73,74).
If during this period of time, the (+)superhelical tension
persists, then it is conceivable that RuvAB or RecG may
act to regress the fork using a combination of enzymatic

action and superhelical tension to drive regression effi-
ciently. However, the catalytic efficiency of RecG in the
presence of (+)scDNA, although low relative to
(�)scDNA and M13 ssDNA, is still 1.6-fold higher than
that of RuvAB. Therefore, if (+)scDNA were to persist
then the data suggest there is a slight preference for the
action of RecG relative to that of RuvAB. However, we
note that in this instance where comparable levels of activ-
ity are observed in vitro, the concentrations of each protein
in vivo may play a key role in determining which enzyme
directs the repair pathway taken.
However, if DNA gyrase acts to convert the DNA from

(+) to (�)supercoiled during the 5–7min window before
the replisome disassembles, then the DNA immediately
ahead of the fork will be negatively instead of positively
supercoiled (73,74). As RecG binds to (�)scDNA with
high affinity and is the more catalytically efficient enzyme
in the presence of this cofactor (i.e. 16-fold higher than
RuvAB), DNA in this conformation would be an excellent
loading site for RecG (Figure 6, scenario I). The activity
we observe for RuvAB in the presence of (�)scDNA is
significantly lower than that observed previously (39).
We have gone to great lengths to ensure that our scDNA
preparations are (�)supercoiled, are free from all contam-
inating DNA or RNA species and do not contain alkali-
induced loops or other regions that can facilitate protein
loading (44). Thus we propose that the large difference in
activity between RecG and RuvAB in the presence of

Figure 6. DNA topology influences the timing of protein loading at stalled replication forks. A model of the topological domains of a segment of the
E. coli chromosome undergoing replication is shown. This figure is adapted from (44). Parental DNA is colored blue and nascent daughter DNA is
colored red with arrowheads indicating 30-ends. Once the fork encounters a block, one of several temporally spaced events may occur. (I) If DNA
gyrase acts prior to the dissociation of the replication machinery (i.e. within the 5–7min window following fork stalling), the (+)scDNA is converted
to (�)scDNA. RecG binds to the (�)scDNA and drives fork regression. (II) If the replisome disassembles exposing a gap in the lagging strand, the
gap will be rapidly bound by SSB (grey spheres). RecG binds and together they coexist on ssDNA to stabilize and/or reverse the fork. (III) The
replication machinery disassembles from the DNA, releasing superhelical tension leading to protein-independent fork regression. The nascent, relaxed
DNA is the preferred cofactor for RuvAB.
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(�)scDNA is real and that stalled forks with (�)super-
helical tension would be acted upon by RecG only.
As (�)scDNA can extrude a chickenfoot structure similar
to that observed for (+)scDNA (75), and as RecG can
drive fork regression when DNA is (�)supercoiled,
these properties could combine to provide an efficient
fork regression reaction driven by RecG as shown pre-
viously (62).
If replisome stalling leads to a structure with single-

stranded DNA gaps in either the leading or lagging
strands, the ssDNA within the gap would most likely be
bound by SSB (Figure 6, scenario II). This constitutes a
favorable situation for RecG since it exhibits significant
activity on ssDNA in the absence of SSB protein becom-
ing stabilized in its presence (44). Further, a clear protein–
protein interaction between RecG and SSB with a stoi-
chiometry of 2 RecG monomers per SSB tetramer was
observed in coprecipitation experiments (Figure 2). Since
the interaction is mediated via the C-terminus of SSB, a
straightforward interpretation of these data is that each of
the RecG monomers interacts with a single C-terminal tail
and that due to molecular crowding, binding of additional
RecG monomers is prevented. The stoichiometry changed
from 2 RecGs per tetramer in solution to 1 RecG per SSB
monomer in the presence of ssDNA. The 1:1 stoichiome-
try most likely reflects a combination of RecG binding to
SSB tetramers as well as additional and direct binding of
RecG to the ssDNA substrate. In contrast, the catalytic
efficiency of RuvAB that we observe on ssDNA is low,
consistent with previous work (39,45), ATPase activity is
reduced by stoichiometric amounts of SSB relative to
ssDNA, RuvAB translocation on ssDNA is inhibited by
saturating amounts of SSB protein (40) and neither RuvA,
RuvB nor RuvAB interacts with SSB (this work). Finally
the catalytic efficiency of RecG is 20-fold higher than
that of RuvAB on SSB-coated ssDNA (Figure 4C) and,
RecG is catalytically efficient on model forks with either
leading or lagging strand gaps (44). Thus, if the stalled
fork DNA is single-stranded in character, the data suggest
that RecG would be preferentially loaded onto the DNA
in a reaction mediated by SSB protein, leading to regres-
sion of the fork.
Genetic data have been used to illuminate roles of RecG

and RuvAB in DNA repair. The data show that these
proteins have overlapping functions with the phenotype
of ruv mutations being more severe than that of recG
(7,43). The greater severity of ruv mutations has also
been used to argue that RecG plays little or no role in
fork reversal and that the primary player is instead
RuvAB (4). The data presented in this work show that
this is not necessarily correct and that the structure of
the DNA at the fork plays a key role in influencing the
timing of loading of RecG and RuvAB onto the DNA to
direct the repair pathway taken. Further, the data also
suggest, but by no means prove, that a key structure
that forms must be acted upon by RuvAB, consistent
with the severity of the ruv phenotype. However, this
structure (possibly a Holliday Junction) forms ‘late’ in
the regression pathway following replication fork stalling
and can result from a number of processes acting either
independently or in concert. This structure can form as a

result of RecG action to regress a stalled fork (13). If
RecG is absent, alternate mechanisms exist to reverse
forks so that repair can be facilitated, including fork
regression driven by (+) or (�)superhelical tension inde-
pendent of enzyme action, or by combinations of protein
action and DNA topology. The end result is a DNA struc-
ture which is relaxed in nature and possibly resembles a
Holliday Junction to which RuvAB binds with high affi-
nity and can process efficiently [Figure 6, scenario III and
(4,29,76,77)].
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